
  
   

 
ALEO South East: Spring Forum 

Wednesday 26th April 2017 
 

Kindly hosted by Eastbourne Borough Council 
 

Attendees   

 

Justin Bailey Wealden District Council 

Matthew  Bird Mid Sussex District Council 

Dan Goodchild West Sussex County Council 

Debbie  Haynes Oxford City Council 

Lucy Hicks Tonbridge & Malling Borough Council 

Hazel Hill Bracknell-Forest Council (Chair) 

Marie  Jones Hastings Borough Council 

John Kolm-Murray Chair, National ALEO 

Robert Marjoram Scottish Power  

Amanda  Martin Dover District Council 

Rachael Mills SE2 (Secretariat) 

Peter Sermol North Star Solar 

Cati Smith Guildford Borough Council 

Angela  Stiles Portsmouth City Council 

Sam Thomas Cherwell District Council 

 

Apologies   

 

Verena Boxall Runnymede Borough Council 

Catherine Geoghegan Arun District Council 

Giles Gooding Eastleigh Borough Council 

 

1. Welcome and introductions 
Hazel Hill welcomed everyone to the meeting and thanked Eastbourne Borough Council for 
being our hosts: we will be reverting to Guildford and Woking for our next few meetings. 

  

2. AGM 
2.1 Nomination of Officers to the Executive Committee 

Hazel Hill was voted in as Chair, and Marie Jones as Vice-Chair.  5 new members of the 
Executive Committee were also voted in, including Cati Smith as Treasurer.  The ALEO SE 
Executive Committee therefore comprises: 

 

Hazel Hill Bracknell Forest Council Chair 

Marie Jones Hastings Borough Council Vice-Chair 

Cati Smith Guildford Borough Council Treasurer 

ALEO SE is kindly sponsored by: 

 



Amanda Martin Dover District Council  
Justin Bailey Wealden District Council  

Debbie Haynes Oxford City Council  

Catherine Geoghegan Arun District Council  

Matthew Bird Mid Sussex District Council  
 

2.2 Constitution  
All the notified changes to the Constitution were adopted.  In addition: 

• 8A: it was agreed that the quorum will be lowered to 10 

• The date on the revised Constitution will be updated to April 2017 
The updated Constitution is included as an appendix to these minutes. 

 
2.3 Financial Report 

As the new Treasurer, Cati will give an update on our bank balance at the next meeting.  She 
will also seek to add new signatories to the bank account. 

 

2.4 Sponsorship 
ALEO SE is pleased to confirm that Scottish Power and SGN have both renewed their sponsorship 
for the forum for 2017/18: Hazel expressed her thanks.  We are actively seeking a third 
sponsor: please let us know if you have any ideas. 

 
 

3. Minutes from the last meeting: matters arising 

• EPC data now available up to December 2016.  The results are quite interesting and show 
the need for data cleansing: members reported finding homes with a SAP of 1 and a 
potential of 1, and some properties with more than one record.  

• Hazel trusts that all members submitted their HECA reports by the end of March. 

 
 
4. National and regional updates 
4.1 National ALEO Executive 

• A&M Energy Solutions have been confirmed as the new sponsor and will be arranging 
presentation slots with all regional ALEOs 

• Two conferences / training days are being planned for this year, with similar content but in 

different locations. They are likely to be York in June/July and London in the autumn.  

• Please submit items to the next ALEO magazine - it would be great to see ALEO SE 
featured: Verena and Hazel will be featured as winner/runner up of the Energy Efficiency 
and Healthy Homes Award for Vulnerable Customer Support of the Year Award 

• Thank you to all who completed the National ALEO survey. There was a 13% return rate for 

the SE, which was the highest rate amongst all regions. We'll be looking into the results in 
closer detail.  

• The Exec heard a presentation from the End Fuel Poverty Coalition. They're focussing on 
consumers who don't buy their electricity directly from suppliers, e.g. park homes and 
serviced flats  
 

 4.2 Other national updates 

• GIB has been sold in a £2.3bn privatisation deal  

• BEIS is seeking a contractor to deliver a £25m project for hydro-gas  

• Another round of redress funding is becoming available, but again LAs can't apply. National 

ALEO is lobbying in this issue  
 
 
  

https://aleo.org.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=86&sid=f4ecdb1a2729673f5ca393008fcba1d1&t=999
https://aleo.org.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=997


5. Minimum energy efficiency standards in the domestic and non-domestic rented sectors 

Debbie Haynes, Oxford City Council  

(see slides) 

• This is an introduction to what I'm learning. The slides have a lot of text which you're 

welcome to copy and paste in your own documents.  
 

5.1 Domestic 

• The legislation is very clear on who the regulations apply to: this will be useful for your 
legal team.  MEES applies to anything that needs/has an EPC - or within a larger unit that 
needs an EPC. HMOs are a bit of a grey area as they are often EPCed using SBEM 
(commercial) rather than RdSAP. 

• The minimum rating for the PRS will be an E from 1st April 2018 for new tenancies or it will 

be deemed a 'sub standard property'. This will apply to all (ie existing) tenancies from 
2020.  Landlords must respond to requests from tenants (from 1.4.16) 

• There are exemptions - and a lot of grey areas. For example  
- If you've done the costs effective measures and the property is still below an E.  
- The concept of scoring upfront costs is still on there (linked back to the Green Deal) 
- If the tenant or a third party (e.g. freeholder) withholds consent 
- If works will result in a capital devaluation of 5% 
- If it will have an impact on the fabric or structure of the building 

- Listed buildings are a can of worms!  Clarification from government is needed 
otherwise: at the moment, the below is a useful indication. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• Government is currently discussing whether there needs to be no upfront cost and meet the 

‘Golden Rule’, or whether they will implement a ‘cap’ of £5000 per underperforming 
property.  

 
5.2 Oxford City Council Case Study 

Oxford City Council has pro-actively been looking at EPC data for two years and responding with 
carrot (support) and stick (enforcement).  

- Landlord accreditation programme that requires EPC D  
- Private Sector Safety Team is using HHSRS and F/G ratings to target high risk of excess 

cold hazard.   This is helping us to find vulnerable people too and enable residents to 
stay in their own home.  

- HMOs are harder. OCC has a licensing programme. EPCs are attached as a condition to 
new licenses. We have to be careful though as we're not sure if they're liable under the 

Energy Act 
- OCC is also able to offer financing and grants through a pilot project with funding from 

Ebico Charitable Trust, working directly with landlords and their agents.  
 
  



The government have developed a decision tree to help assess MEES (also see slide pack): 
 

 
 
 

5.3 Commercial  

• Definitions in the commercial sector are more complex, e.g. what is a building? (Answer – it 

has to have a roof, walls and energy to condition indoor climate) 

• Only need MEES if EPC required so exemptions from EPCs are applicable to MEES.  A PRS 
exemption register is expected Autumn 2017 

• Listed buildings are a hot potato as they’re not automatically exempt.  The BEIS guidelines 

refer to ‘altering of appearance’ but we’re waiting for further clarity from government.   

• Phasing: 2018 for new leases, 2023 for existing leases (longer time frame than residential to 
help with planning) 

• OCC have put together a project team to look at their commercial stock and are running a 
pilot with 16 ‘well-known’ buildings to find out what can be done with them.  This will help 
OCC to understand their role and dutry, to model improvements and financing, and to 

identify knowledge gaps 

• Our experience is that the commerical sector is a can of worms so better to start sooner 
rather than later!  Our key learnings have been to prioritise a short list of buildings 
according to the deadlines of the energy act (eg those up for lease renewal soon first) and 
to budget for improvements. 

 
5.4 Further information 

• There are links in the slide pack, but the NLA websit is particularly helpful: 

• https://www.rla.org.uk/landlord/guides/minimum-energy-efficiency-standards.shtml    

• https://www.rla.org.uk/landlord/guides/epc-for-listed-buildings.shtml  
 
 
Q1:  Have landlords increased their rent? 

A1: I suspect they will, and the NLA thinks it’s OK if they do.  It’s a real danger in the private 
rented sector:  PAYS will pass costs on to tenants. 

 
  

https://www.rla.org.uk/landlord/guides/minimum-energy-efficiency-standards.shtml
https://www.rla.org.uk/landlord/guides/epc-for-listed-buildings.shtml


Q2:  What do we know about the exemption register? 
A2:  It will be held nationally by BEIS/Ofgem.  We’re expecting it to be published around 

October, hopefully with guidance too. 
 
Q3:  Who will enforce MEES? 
A3:  For the domestic sector is will be Trading Standards, but we all know they are already a 

stretched resource.  Any tier of local government can take responsibility, and with more 
powers coming this opens opportunities for local Government to earn fees: at OCC the 
Private Rented Team would like the enforcement income.  

 
Comment: The Guidance seems to be very rambling and unhelpful, and in some places is even 
wrong and has had to be corrected. 
 
Q4:  How do you reach beyond the usual, engaged landlords and agents? 
A4:  It’s difficult.  We’re hoping that financial incentives will help as we know many landlords 

are motivated by money.  In Oxford, we have lots of small, amateur landlords who aren’t in 
the NLA or equivalent organisation.  We’re also using the EPC data to help us target 
landlords: there’s scepticism about the robustness of the data so my advice is to cleanse it 
as much as you can before taking to internal teams and then offer them lots of support. 

 
 
6. Solar PV & battery storage: the North Star model 

Peter Sermol, North Star Solar  

(see slides) 

• We established the business in 2014 with the primary aim of installing solar.  By 2015, 

batteries and LEDs were showing good results so we moved towards that. 

• Energy tsunamis are hitting suppliers all at the same time.  Solar is getting cheaper, battery 
storage and electric vehicles are predicted a huge and rapid growth (especially in China), 
and the internet of things is gathering speed. 

• We take a whole house approach, with a smart ‘home hub’ at the heart. 

• Our Home Energy Management System (HEMS) offer includes rooftop PV, battery storage, 
LED lighting and a smart thermostat that learns and can reduce gas consumption by 10%. 

• Institutional finance is key to our offer.  We built the model in reverse, putting the finance 

in place first then supporting this with a software platform and data collection protocols. 

• We use the PAYS part of the Green Deal: we can offer finance at 73p/kWp installed – rather 
than the £2.50/kWp that was offered by Green Deal installers.  All our profits are ploughed 
back into the business, to generate savings for our customers. 

• The model is ready to go live.  Our Managing Agent can train your local installers. 

• See slide pack for a comparison of costs with the Big 6 energy suppliers.  Our target is a 20% 
saving on electricity costs.   

• No credit checks are required: our finance comes from pension funds so they see the model 
as secured loan 

• We make our money from deploying the pension funds so we have to make sure all the 

components will work for the long term, and we’ve gone through due diligence on every 
aspect.  Because of this, we only use two PV companies and have a very clear position on 
battery chemical composition. 

• We put users on Economy 10.  The battery is charged off peak from the grid and during the 
day from the PV, which means it’s always fully charged and ready to discharge every 
evening.  This basically time-shifts the off peak electricity. 

• Our model is totally off balance sheet, with 25% economics back to LA/HA (£25-£35 per roof 

per year).  We can install on commercial too under PAYS (PPA) 

• We are also currently trialling assisted living support packages: 
- Help to monitor the well-being of residents 
- £300/year for 3 years of pilot – offset by reduction in overnight care budgets 
- Also know how long career is with the patient  
- Trialling a LA/HA dashboard  

 

Q1:  Is it harder to push PAYS since the collapse of GDFC? 



A1:  Yes - but PAYS framework remains. Pension companies need reassurance from Government.  
 
Q2:  What interest rate do you charge? 
A2:  The RPI is fixed at the beginning. Currently 2.5% 
 
Q3:  What's the battery lifetime if your recommended products? 
A3:  It depends on usage and cycles. 20,000 cycles with 20% over 20 years, but Sonnen is 10k 

over 10 years. Replacement of battery and inventor every ten years is factored into the 
model 

 
 
7. ECO and the Local Authority Flexibility Criteria  

John Kolm-Murray, Chair, National ALEO  
(see slides) 
 

• ALEO has been lobbying Government for a formal role for LAs and RSLs in delivering ECO 

• Up to 10% of the Affordable Warmth obligation can be accessed through the flexible 

eligibility criteria (LA Flex): Affordable Warmth makes up 70% of the total obligation (up to 
£67m). However, this covers the whole of GB, and Scotland and Wales have been very 
successful in securing funding in the past so England needs to work hard! 

• Only LA officers can sign off declarations. It's a formal recognition of our role and a chance 
to shine. But it's also a test: we have to use it or lose it. Government will start planning 
ECO3 very soon so don't neglect this opportunity (even if it doesn't work) 

• LA Flex allows you to deem households eligible, without means testing, so it's an 

opportunity for Warmth on Prescription and other schemes that recognise health 
conditions.  

• It is NOT a guaranteed source of income and it won't pay for staff. It's voluntary for 
Suppliers (and for LAs) and only a limited number of measures will be fully funded 

• DO NOT SET CRITERIA IN YOUR STATEMENT OF INTENT (SOI). You're not designing a scheme, 

just saying what people you'll target.  The SOI must be signed by your CEO (or senior 
designate) and be published on the Council website 
- An SOI must:  have an ID, state the role & contact details of the person who will sign 

the declarations, state if you are delegating to/from another LA 
- An SOI may include: your approach to fuel poverty, area based approaches, referral 

networks, weightings/scorings, local governance, process map, monitoring  
- Declarations must include: URN (9 digit code for each LA + the declaration number 

(can go up to 99,999) (if delegated, must be the host code), SOI publication date and 
link, household vulnerability and address, officer details.  There can be several 
households in a batch on one declaration but have to specify the needs for each.  

• Solid wall infill is a bit different: you can deem a whole area as eligible but there's more 

rigid rules. Do read the guidance: we're not expecting mush work here as the funding won't 
be adequate.  

• ALEO London have developed a draft SOI template: this will be circulated by National ALEO 
to all regions next week. 

• Key things to remember 
- Use LA Flex – we must engage with the process 
- Keep it simple 

- Be flexible – don’t set criteria 
- Include indicative sorts of groups 
- Include how contractors can get involved  

 
There was then an open discussion and Q&A session, with answers provided by a number of 
members: 
 
Q1:  How do you give HMOs a URN? 
A1: The guidance doesn't mention HMOs. Once a property is declared fuel poor, it remains so 

for 18 months (regardless of occupant), although a LA can limit this. There's lots of grey 
areas which will become clearer as the scheme is tested. Suppliers want to keep it as 
simple as possible.  



 
Q2:  There's concerns amongst Suppliers about how income will be verified. Who will actually 

check? What due diligence will be put in place?  
A2: Guidance says they'll request evidence, but this may have been put in to discourage bad 

behaviour rather than an actual intent to review.  
 
Comment:  The more data you can bring to the table, the more attractive you'll be to suppliers. 

BEIS want LAs to report back in April 2018 with evidence of success (you can add this 
into your governance section) 

 
Comment: SOI doesn't have to be lengthy. You can update your SOI as often as you like (if other 

LAs delegate to you) but it will have to be signed and re-published each time. Both 
SOI have to match if here's delegation and it's useful if they say the same thing. You 
can delegate up (County) or across (Districts).  

 
Q3: Does the SOI have to go through legals? 
A3: It will be different for each LA, but possibly no as your CEO just has to sign it. Islington has 

an MOU for any suppliers (rather than a contract) if they come to us in response to the SOI: 
there's no monetary exchange so the MOU just offers accountability. You could argue the 
case that residents will lose out if you have to go through new procurement. Another route 
could be to work through an aggregator (e.g. Osborne Energy). In spirit, LA Flex should be 
driven by LAs, not Suppliers: get you should get data on refusals and be consulted on 
measures.  

 
Q4: How easy is it to get 100% funded measures? The whole scheme will fall over if measures 

need 40% top up: there might be a risk that there'll be lots of declarations without fully 
funded works and the referral networks will lose interest  

A4: Some suppliers can specify/ help upfront with a schedule of measures.  
 
Q5: Are there opportunities for fuel switching? 
A5: SGN has a scheme for gas connection but there's a shortfall for a full heating system and 

ECO won't cover the gap 
 
Comment: Don't assume declarations won't be passed - put them through anyway to prove we've 

been trying.  
 
Comment: LAs are encouraged to help neighbours who need it. ALEO argued for delegation as a 

solution for this that don't have enough resource. Some think this adds more 
complexity: rather than full delegation you could just share ideas and templates.  

 
Q6: Is there a timeframe? 
A6: No - but ALEO encourages you to do your SOI by the end of May at which point we'll review 

the landscape. The longer you take, the more opportunities you'll miss - and Government is 
already thinking about ECO3 

 

 
8. Sponsor update - Scottish Power 

We're fully contracting out our ECO delivery through installers and managing agents, which 
means we're not taking any direct referrals. We're aiming to make the most of the full 10% LA 
Flex allowance, but we don't want to have to pay more for the installations through this route: 
we want it to keep things simple.  

 
 
9. Member updates 

• Bracknell Forest Council 
- Following on from last meeting at Basingstoke with presentation form Portsmouth we 

are now seeking to join Agility Scheme for energy switching  

- Working with Climate Energy across Berkshire for a bid on more work on external 
insulation with emphasis on park homes to the value of 1.4 million  



- Becoming involved with the process of Flexible Home Improvement Loans, which 
operates across 13 local authority areas.  (Berks, Bucks, Oxon and Surrey- very useful 
for funding to elderly residents)  

- Came highly commended on Customer Vulnerable Support in South East Region 
(congratulations to Vereana at Spelthorne who won)   
 

• East Sussex Fuel Poverty 

The East Sussex Winter Home Check service is a key element of the East Sussex fuel poverty 
reduction programme, which is steered by the East Sussex Energy Partnership.  This free 
service is commissioned by East Sussex County Council and helps vulnerable people on low 
incomes, and families with children and on low incomes, to get advice and support to keep 
their home warm. It includes: a full assessment of the client’s home and how best to keep 
it warm; small preventative works such as improving insulation and boiler repairs; 
installation of new boilers, central heating systems or home insulation (subject to 
additional eligibility and limited availability). 
 
Activity achieved - November 2015 to date 

• Over 750 households received energy supplier switching advice 

• Over 900 homes visited 

• Over 1,400 Minor measures such as draft excluders radiator reflectors and chimney 
balloons installed 

• Over 190 major measures: boiler replacements and new central heating systems 

funded by a grant from the Warm and Healthy Homes Fund (part of a £26.2 million 
Health and Innovation programme designed and administered by NEA and approved 
by Ofgem) and funding from NHS Hastings and Rother CCG’s Healthy Homes project 
as part of the Healthy Hastings and Rother programme and East Sussex Better 
Together health and social care transformation programme.  

 
Additional fuel poverty reduction programme activity in East Sussex 

• Big Wealden switch has over 2,000 households signed up to the next I-Chooser 

auction. This scheme offers people the chance to access cheaper energy tariffs. By 
gathering prospective energy switch customers into one “lot” I-Choosr invites 
energy companies to try and under-bid one another to provide the cheapest tariff 
in the style of an auction. The lowest cost bid wins; this rate is then offered to the 
participants. 

• ColdAlert, the East Sussex cold weather warning messaging service aimed at 
vulnerable people and those with long term conditions, increased the number  
subscribers from 193 to 535 (an increase of 177%). 
 

• Kent Energy Efficiency Partnership 

Kent FP Strategy and its Action Plan Workshop Report is now available at 
www.gravesham.gov.uk/home/housing/saving-money-on-your-bills/fuel-poverty-strategy-
for-kent.  The Kent Energy Efficiency Partnership (KEEP) will now focus on delivering the 
Action Plan by making the changes that came out of the workshop and start to develop 
those important links to partner organisations to reduce fuel poverty levels in Kent. 

 

• Watford Borough Council 

We are developing an energy efficiency scheme within Hertfordshire covering all of the 10 
districts to deliver ECO and able to pay.  All of the 10 districts as well as Herts County 
Council are contributing financially.  Expected to launch on the ground September 2017.  
We are looking to include a common ECO flex statement across the project. 
 

• Wealden District Council 
Since the Smart Meter project I have been working on delivering a collective energy switch 
in Wealden. The project has been well received and we have had 2000 people sign up to 
the February auction and around 1000 people sign up to the May auction.  After this project 
has come to an end I will be looking in more detail at doing some work with VCharge (OVO) 
and/or possibly Happy Energy.  

 

http://www.gravesham.gov.uk/home/housing/saving-money-on-your-bills/fuel-poverty-strategy-for-kent
http://www.gravesham.gov.uk/home/housing/saving-money-on-your-bills/fuel-poverty-strategy-for-kent


10. AOB 

• SE2 to investigate free video conferencing options to enable members to dial in to meetings 
if they're unable to attend in person.  

• Next meetings: 

- Wednesday 13th September, Guildford Borough Council 
- Thursday 1st February, Guildford Borough Council 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  



Appendix 1: The ALEO South East Constitution, April 2017 

 

1. PURPOSE OF THE FORUM 
 

To facilitate the reduction in energy consumption and carbon emissions and also to alleviate fuel 

poverty in the domestic sector in the South-East. 

 
2. AIMS OF THE FORUM 
 

a) To provide a support network between the local authorities. 

b) To assist local authorities in completing government returns relating to energy and carbon 

reduction. 

c) To assist local authorities in meeting local and national targets in improving energy 

efficiency, reducing carbon emissions and eradicating Fuel Poverty. 

d) To raise the profile of Local Government Officers, responsible for the purpose  

and aims of the Forum. 

e) For the South East Region to be seen as an area of ‘Best Practice’. 

f) To represent forum members at related regional and national meetings and events, and in 

discussion with other public and private sector organisations. 

 

3. STRUCTURE OF THE FORUM 

 

a) Full membership of the Forum comprises all the local authorities within the Government 

South East Region.   

b) The co-ordination of the Forum activities shall be carried out by the Executive Committee in 

conjunction with the Secretariat.  The Executive Committee consists of the Chairman, 

Deputy Chairman and up to six other voting members. Additional members may be co-opted 

onto the Executive at the discretion of the existing executive. The counties are Berkshire, 

Buckinghamshire, Hampshire, Isle of Wight, Kent, Oxfordshire, Surrey, East Sussex and West 

Sussex. Counties should provide officers for the Executive. The Executive shall represent the 

region at the UK Association of Local Energy Officers. 

c) Each local authority may send more than one representative to the regional Forum, and this 

should be encouraged where it is appropriate. 

d) Non-local authority members shall comprise stakeholders and interested parties as approved 

by the Forum. All non-local authority members shall be non-voting members. 

e) Associate members from the private sector will contribute to forum expenses. These 

members may attend executive committee meetings but will be non-voting. 

 

4. ACTIVITIES OF THE FORUM 

 

a) Regular meetings including conferences / seminars to discuss current issues, share ‘Best 

Practice’, review progress of on-going projects and circulate case studies where necessary.  

b) Consultation and dissemination of a range of information. 

c) Encouraging working partnerships between local authorities  

and other agencies in the public, private and voluntary sectors.  

d) Where appropriate, assist with securing funding and services for works and projects within 

the Region. 

e) Taking forward new local, regional and national initiatives on issues relating to the purpose 

of the forum. 

 

 

 



5.  PROCEDURES FOR ELECTION OF FORUM OFFICERS 

 

a) The nominations of Chair and Deputy Chair will be called for every two years, with 

nomination papers circulated after the first meeting of the calendar year, for the election of 

nominated officers to be held during April/May by ballot. 

b) The positions of Chair and Deputy Chair to be held for a two year term. Nominations can be 

held by any full member. If more than one nomination is received per post, an election will 

be held and a Returning Officer and Treasurer will be appointed by the Executive 

Committee.  

• In the event of the chair leaving before elections are due, the deputy chair will 
automatically assume the post of acting chair until the time that the next due 
elections are held. 

• An acting deputy chair will be nominated from the Executive Committee. 

c) All elections to be held by ballot, with a maximum of five and a minimum of three weeks for 

voting to be completed.  

d) Each local authority will have one vote only.  In the event of a tie, the Returning Officer will 

ask the candidates if one is willing to withdraw. If neither does so, the Returning Officer will 

toss a coin to decide the successful candidate. 

 

6.  SECRETARIAL FUNCTIONS FOR THE FORUM 

 

a) The appointment of the Secretariat is to be carried out by competitive tender. The Tender 

document will be provided by the Executive Committee.   

b) The Secretariat role shall normally be for a period of three years, with the service reviewed 

annually by the Executive Committee. The contract may be extended at the discretion of 

the Executive Committee. 

c) Payment for the secretarial and financial services will be made according to terms as 

decided by the Executive Committee. 

d) An annual report of the accounts of the Forum will be compiled by the Treasurer. This will 

be distributed to all members at the end of each fiscal year. 

f) The Forum’s financial year runs from 1st April till March 31st. The Treasurer will submit a 

report at the Spring Forum meeting. 

g) The Secretary shall keep an up to date record of the relevant officers of each local 

authority. 

h) Minutes are to be sent to all exec committee for their approval. Once approved they are to 

be added to the ALEO website for members to access by sending the link.  

 

7.  PROCEDURES  

 

a) Three Forums will be held annually of which the Spring meeting will also be an AGM. 

b) All members of the Forum will be notified three weeks prior to the meeting with  

an Agenda and any relevant papers. 

c) Following the meeting, minutes shall be circulated to all members by the secretariat within 

21 days. An electronic or hard copy of all the relevant presentations or hand out papers will 

be available from the Secretariat on request. They will also be uploaded  onto the national 

ALEO website. 

c) The dates and times of the Forum meetings should be agreed by the Executive and 

reaffirmed at each meeting. 

d) Attendance sheets shall be kept for all the Forum meetings. Attendees will be  

recorded on the minutes.  

 



 

8.  QUORUM & VOTING RIGHTS 

 

a) In the Forum meetings, a minimum of 10 full members present is required for a quorum. 

b) Voting in the Forum meetings will be decided by a simple majority with the Chairman 

exercising the casting vote. Each local authority will have one vote only.   

c) In the executive committee a minimum of 4 members present is required for a quorum. 

Voting in the Executive meetings will be decided by a simple majority with the Chairman 

exercising the casting vote. 

 

 


